OUR SERVICES
We love everything to do with family and children’s content, including helping other writers and producers
get their ideas and projects into the very best shape. Here are the services we provide:
WRITING & REWRITING – From structural work to dialogue polish for existing IP or brand-new
ideas, for writers and producers working on spec.
TRANSCREATION & LOCALISATION – Moving IP into English to appeal to the international market.
More than just a translation – a reworking of story and dialogue to expand the potential of an idea
- at any stage of production, from development to dubbing – to suit a global audience.
GUIDE TRACKS & DUBBING - We can provide a guide track of the script to assist in the pacing of
animation or polished voice recordings in the English language.
BIBLES & TREATMENTS – Adapting existing IP into film or TV projects and forming and shaping
ideas into a sellable package.
SCRIPT NOTES & CONSULTANCY – Assisting in development; making a script stronger, sleeker and
more industry ready.
CASTING - Facilitating bespoke workshops and casting sessions to find the right young actors for
your projects.
PRODUCTION – Anywhere from proof of concepts to complete projects - we can move stories off
the page and onto the screen, including as a co-production.
Our team has offered services to a variety of companies over the past 20 years.
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ANIMATION GUIDE TRACKS
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BIBLES

TV SERIES PRODUCTION IN
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